NOTE:
1. MATERIAL:
   1.1 HOUSING: PA46, WITH 30% GF, UL94 V-0, BLACK COLOR.
   1.2 INSERT HOUSING: PA66, WITH 30% GF, UL94 V-0, BLACK COLOR.
   1.3 CONTACTS: PHOSPHOR BRONZE
   1.4 SHELL: BRASS
   1.5 LED SOLDER TAIL: EPOXY, STEEL
2. FINISH:
   2.1 CONTACTS:
      △ 0.381um [15u] MIN. GOLD PLATED ON CONTACT AREA.
      GOLD FLASH ON SOLDER TAIL.
   1.27um [50u] MIN. NICKEL UNDERPLATED OVERALL
   CONTACTS: 1.27um [50u] MIN. GOLD PLATED ON CONTACT AREA.
   GOLD FLASH ON SOLDER TAIL.
   1.27um [50u] MIN. NICKEL UNDERPLATED OVERALL
   2.3 SHELL: 0.508um [20u] MIN. NICKEL PLATED OVERALL.
   2.4 LED: 1.02um [40u] COPPER UNDERPLATED OVERALL.
   1.27um [50u] NICKEL OVERALL
   1.27um [50u] SILVER ON BONDING AREA.
   2.54um [100u] BRIGHT-TIN ON SOLDER AREA.
   4. WAVE SOLDER CAPABLE TO 265°C PER TE SPEC 109-202, CONDITION B.
NOTE:
1. MATERIAL: PET T: 0.8mm.

2. EACH BOX SHALL BE INCLUDED:
   * DESICCANT

3. TRAY & TOP COVER: PET

4. BOX: CORRUGATED PAPER